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Audience Production Functions

-

"The game of televis n,is basically between ,the network and the

advertiser; and the N. el.sen digits determine what the latter will

pay for the circulation of his commercial. The'public is involved

dnly as the d inition of the number.lio many persone 18-1, so .

many others, a ,neatly ptocessed by television." (3, p.1 )

All industrial produc:ion involves the combination of inputs in such

a way so as t imize the output of prpoduct at the requisite level of,

-

quality. This technology dan be described ,by a technical-produetion func-
4 S.

tion'which specifies the maximum Xevel of output Which can be obtained with a

'given combinaticl of inputs. When estimated by multiple regression tech-

niques (4), this production function will also.describe the marginal product,

or independent contribution of each input factor. If as Les 'Brown suggests,

telerision broadcasting ,i.x.dn industry which produces audiences for sale.to

advertisers, it should be pOssable to'describe that process in economic terms

that wguld allow the community to evalpate the costs and benefits which

might,derive from 'Ay changes in that technology which. might be occasioned

by its regulatory activity.

FOr many,elevision viewing is a non-selective, almost passive ac-
as*

tiviti. Paul Klein has gested that television audiences select the

"least ObjectionaAyrogram" and concludes that "because a viewer in a chair,

tends to stay in his chair, an LOP renders great service to the program

3 .
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fo11ad4 it." It can

(14, p:.21)1." In our

I.

t

.

become, in the trade's argot, a strong lead-in

.

pre/binary ahalysis, Lead-In accounted for nearly

, e'
50 percent of the variance of audience shares. Once we acirnowledge the'

i
7

\
.

habitudl na ure of "television watching," we must conclude that thide-C.

cision to change the channel and to watchfihannel A, rather than B, ar

C,Aust. be based on gone expectation that there is some difference in the

cOntent of each, and that A is "preferred" or "less objectionable" than

the others.

Effdrts to estimate the productivity of television programs have heen

limited primarily by their reliance on'imprecise, and somewhat arbitrary
4 9

definitions of program content. The bulk Of this research has been concerned
. .

Wth estimating the value of, or the demand'for, rather broadly, defined

program "types" Bich as news; acion-aliventuie, theatrical films or

4 . .

'comedy (18, 19). However,'Edwird Greenberg a44 Harold BarnettAedonstrated
4

that such types were inadequate
6 i

1

feature films scheduled by the

was co much apparent variety in

,

predictors of audiencewshares for'Etsample of
kl.

. t .

networks. They conclqded that Ilcimma there .

,

II .

filas,."choide'within types may be as valuable

to many viewers as diversity across typea." (12, p.D3)
Cr

*a

f

More recently, progress has been made in the determination Of consumer

preferences thipugh eDfortpvl describe them in terms of product attributes.

, . .

Following the approach of Keyin Lancaster, who crgued.t4dt a4preduct'ia not
..

.

.

:

.

valued for itself., rather for the combined value of its identifiable qualities,

several iesearchers have gathered empirical support for the utility f multi-

attriblice preference models (13).

*mak
Reeves and,Greenberg, selecting eight attributes for television characters,

including funny, active and strong:concluded that only four attributea-were

necessary to account for the variance in children's preference for television,
4

4
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characters (20). DonaldLehman used program attrigutes, such is action,

-suspense, humor,,and other qualities such as

viewer liking and actual viewing of 20 prime

v
Violence as an IpributeWIN

se); Violence, or "action" as it

1 rly as an "attention-grabber",

I.

being well-produced, to predict

time prcigrams (16).

is euphemistically Called, is used tegu-
.

or simply as a way to move a plot along

and its value as an audience builder has long been .treated is a cultural

fact (1, 2, 3, 21, 23, 26, 27). However, there has been very little work

which has sought to test the assumptions empirically. Two recent studies

(8, 9) have eicamined.the productivity of violence in prime dims television

progr dtlis. ikk .

4

Ed Diener and'Darlene DIFour countedthe frequency with which 78 ipecific

events'opcurred in a sample of 62 episodes of 11 difftrent ueries....These were
u fe 6

3

I. ,

slb.

° program. Multipli regression'was used.to pre ct the audience, di, 1.

summed for 4ach program to' prodUce aggression, 'humor, drama and 'iction". scofe

for each

measur edby the A.C. 'Nielsen'"ayerage vdience" est e for qat serfes on

the immediatelyfoliowidg week.. Not surprisingly, given the aelection oi"i.

.31agged popularity index, the equation cias not significantIr The correlation

of their aggrdSsion score'with the Nielsen a dience estimate.was also small

and insignificant, leading to
o
their eondlusicp that "program popularity

might be a function.of qualitative faCtors that were not captdted in the

1.simple discrete4veni-type categories_used in this study (8; p.336)'."

t 'a k
Using estimates of several attributes.of rograms sampled over a seven

. .

year.period, Gandy estipated three production functions for the television

' industry. Two were significant at the 1% level, and coplained as mu0 as

14% of the variance in audience, ;4-measured by A.C. Nielben, 4nd expressed

61)

ii
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as a percentage of the audience watching television, at that particulitr time.

The amoitni of violence, a simple count of the nu4e,p of acts of violence

4

.occuring in the program, emerged as a significant, independent; and positive

influence on each progtam's share of the audience.

Treating the'audience production process as S competitive procesd,
.

wherein the audience for program A is,seen to be a functiot4"not onPof

Ole attributes of that program, but a function of the attributes of other

programs shown at the Wm time, Gandy estimated several producaion funkons

for each network. The CBS equationevwere all significant, exgaining more

4

Ir $

than 70% of the variance in audiences for 54 half hout segments. Again, the,

amodtt of violence in CBS programs emerged as a significaat,.positiv.e factor

in the production of audiences. However, the most important factor, as

measured by the standardized beta coefficient (r.747) was a varlable describing

ok
. .

the sigtaficance of the violence. The negative coefficient was interpreted to .

mean that "the leis significant the yiolence was to the plot or to the climax
A 6

of the program, the more it contribuied to audience Size (9,.p.11)."

tSeveral factots call for caution in the interpretation of the Gandy

4data. First, because otily 182 of the half hour periods which were broadcast .

during the seven sample weeks were included in-the network level.avalysis, ,

the small sample may have been biased in some unknown direction. Second, and
I.

. perhaps more importantly, the sumplep were spread out over a period of seven

yearse and it was during this period that ABC succeeded in wresting the

production crown away,from CBS. Thus, it is highly unlikely that anyssingle

technology was in use by anyone other than CBS.

.'

4



THE PRESENT STUDY: 'METHODOLOGY

Vic sample consisted,of 586 half-hour segments okiprima-time net4ork

dramatic programMing stied between 8:00 and 11:00 eaeh evening. The
.

seleetioltof the half-hour as the unit of analysis wa based'en the followini

realities of tt;e audience production'process: 1) Vats slot% programi are

not.of uniform leilifth., rangint fram4. 30 to 180 minutes; 2) audiences'are

produced ia a competitive environment, in that the potential viewer makes,.

apchoice between simultaneous television offerings, many of which.are likely ,

0 \k, '.

to change on the half hour. The half hour is the largest, an4pmost.1ogica1

unit.of analysis when'comparisons are being made. .

,,, . ,

.
r w .

. poo

. Program content data used in this analysis were generated frop 380N

I

s
.

.
.

prime-time detwork dramatic programs broadcast during a seven-week perfbd
. . .. J

r'o

in the fall of 1976. jncluded were all drama0 tic programs broadcast-between

'the hourg'of 8 and 11 P.M. tach day; all miariety;.news, ana sports pro-

tramming were excluded.*

The data consist.of measures of program contcnt.and.audieftce size.
S.

Content items measuring violence used the followlng definition. Violence
4

ip "the overt expresdlon of physical.force, with or 'without a mégpon, against

self or other, compelling action against one's.will on pain A being ,huri

*The data were intially collected as part of a sampling experiment.of
The Culltural Indicators Project. C.I. niethodology is described in.Ceorge
Gerbher, Larry Cross, Marilyti Jackon-Beeck, Suzanne Jeffriet-fox, and
Nancy Signorieili, "CulturAl'Indicators1 Violence Profile No. 9," Journal

of Communication, 1978, 28:3, pp. 176-2ö7.

*

ef.
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or killed, or actuidly hurti4 . .

. Program cOntent measures Included.tht billowing violence-related
. .'.

.
.

..

items: the seriousness and.significance 'ol':iyiolence, the number of violent

actions#* in the kogran, and.the duration-of violence(the amount of time.

e

in sdconds, these actions took up). Other attriButes were program duration,

4network, program .type'(crime or aion-adventure), program tone (comic or

. .
.4,

,

serious), format (teleasion play or.film), ind,the time bf broadcast

(early or late evening).. Data on characterizations were also used in the

analysis. Thede items.included the total number of major cfiaracters, the

numbe.r ormajor characters who committed violence (hurt or killed other

characters) and the number of major characters who weie victimized (were

6

* Violence "mist be plausible and-credible. It must.be directed against
human 'or human-like beings, and it must hurt or kill, or threaten to do so,

. as part of the script's plot. No5 idle threats, tvrbal abuse, lar gestures

. without credible violent consequences are included. However, once an
unmistakably violent incident is observed, it is recorded whether the script

calls for Murder, "natural" cata§trophies, or "accidents." (Although

accidens are very rare in fiction, they are neither "natural" or "acci-

dental."' "Accidents" written into scripts victithize characters who fall
prey to them, and the message of victimization id one significant aspect

of exposure,to violence.) Violence in a realistic or "serioue context
is recorded rdong with violence in a fantasy or "humorous" context...Clear-

xNt violence in any context is coded because the social lessons of stich violence

an by demonstrated--dnd learned--in any context. There is evidence to

suggest, for example, that exposure to.fantasy or "humorous" violence is

effective in conveying some lessons of violence. (See, for example,

A. Bandura, D. Ross, and S. Ross, "Imitation,of Film-mediated Aggressive.
1

Models," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 66, 1963, 3-11; and
G.T..Ellis and F. Sekura III, "The Effect of Aggressive Cartoons.on the

Behavior of First Grade Children," JoUrnal of Psychology, 81, 1972, 7-43.)

Therefore, its exclusion, or that of."accidents" and "cataêtrophies,"

would be analytically unacceptable." (George Gerbneri et al., "Cultural
Indicators: Violence Profile No. 9, alt. cit., p. 179.)

1411 A violent action is a scene of some violence confined to the same partici-

pants. If a scene is interrupted by flashbacks or stlifts to another scene.,

but continues in "real time," it is still the same ,episode. Any change in

the cast LE characters--such as a.new agent of violence entering the scene--

starts another violent action (ibid, p. 179).
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lurt or killed),.. measures,indicating the total

all well as the number who were injured and/dr killed in

actioiis were also generated:

number *of characters,

each program's violent

Interval scale cOntent jtems (e.g., the number of violent actions,

number injured.% or :Umber of killers) were transformed into Acoies reflecting
a

their rate per minute.of progiammidg. That is, the count (such as the number

of actions) for the entire program was divcded by the length, in minutes, of

the program. When transformed, this score becomes the aVerage number of violent

#

actions per minute,of programming. These scores were computed for each halt-
..

hour program ;segment. Nominal scale content items were not.só standardiedi

that is, the original code was used for each'program segment.

.
Estimates of the national audience for eheie prpgrams and program segments

were based on measures generated and published by the A.C. Nielsei Company.*

Four measures were calculated and used in this analysis--First Quarter and

'Half Hour Ratings, and Shares.

Nielsen estimates of the average audience for each half-hour of pro-

gramming ate called the First Quarter and Half Hour Rating in`this analysis.

The third audience measure, Share, expresses the avetage audience for, each

half-hour segment 'as a percent of households actually wat.hing television

(HUT). Since th' e number of households watching televisinn changes throughout

%

the evening (rising quickly to a maximum around 9 P.M. and then slowly

declining), Share is a very important measure because it has a common

base (percent). 'Therefore it may be compared throughout the evening,

whereas the average audience estimates may not.

t The Nielsen National TV Audience Estimates: Nielsen Television Index,

A.C. Nielsen Co., 1976.
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ANALYSIS

4 8

Th'e technology of audience production may be.déseribed from aeveral

different perspectives. We may con'sider the nt-work television indusWy as .

a whole, and assume that all three networks use the same technology and are

equally efficient in its use. The technology of the itidustry could be

described by a single productinn function. We may also consider the networks

to be individual competitive firms, that either choose to use different

,tethnologies, or are more or less Oficient in the use of a standard tech-

nology. Furthermore, we may recognize that the pool from which potential

audiences are created is finite, and audiences captured by one network are

'unavailable to ttie others. Under such competitive, zeroLsum conditions,

the technology of one network may be constrained by the techrtology in use

by its Competitors.

Alternately, we may consider that there arl production functions, nr

"formulas" that differ for each program type, such that progiams of a

particular type share common attributes, butimore successful types combine

these attributes.in optimal proportiohs. Each of these alternatimes are.

considered in the analysis that follows.

*******************
Table One

********************

Table One presents the group means on key measures for progrhm segments

classified according to network, format and time of broadcast. Since the first

hour of prime time programming is generally aimed at capturing the broader

"family" audience, including young children, a subset of the.sample, co4osed:

of programs beginning 9 P.M. or later, was selected for detailed analyses

(1...390'half hours). Half hour ratings and shares reveal that ABC programs were.

more successful than those of the other networks. ABC also seems to be more
0

t
:.



willing to sprinkle their programs with a greatáv number of corpses than the
0

other networks (Number Dead). Featurelilms produced larger audfAnces than

teleplays in general, and like.ABC; had a greateenumber of Mortally wounded

characters per minute of programming.

********************

Tatle Two
*****************.A*

s,

Efforts to describe the audience production function for the television

industm during all Prime time hours were only partially sucCessful. Though

each equation was significant, little more than five percent of the variance

in audience shares was explained by the 12 program attributes. The most

important positive contribur6.on to audience shares was the estimate of the

average number of victims (BETA..:239). While the number.df major characters

who were the targets of fatal violence appears to reduce the average audience
.

.share, the overall number of dead was a significant positive factor.

********************

Table Three
********************

%

In Table Three, the analysA was limited to the program segments in the

9

et)

non-family viewing hours, snd the ame 12 variable& explained 9 percent of the

variance in audience shares. Again, the number of mortally wounded characters

was a significant positive faCtor in audience production, while the number of

Mortally wounded major Characters was a significant negative factor. Overall,

the average number of victims per 21inute made the most substantial positive

contribution to audience shares (BETA=.339).

Further subdividing the non-family hout-Tegments into network offerings

-
,

-

Table Four
*********t**********

produces dramatic increases in the power of the estimating equati;ns. The 12

variable equation explains more than 30 percent of the Variance.in the average

:s.,



half hour audience fie CBS. 'All the equations are signif:icant (12.01), apd

there are important differences in the signs of the coeffiCients for each

network's program attributes. We see, for example that tilt number of mortallyf

wounded characters is a significant'negative factor in CBS audience.production,

and a significant positive factor in audience production for NBC. The number
4.

of major characters who are.killed are significant negati,ve factors in audience

production for both CBS and NBC, but a positive fafter in the technology of
t

ABC. In fact, the number of mortally wounded major oharacters makes the

greatest positive contribution to audience for ABC (BETA=.61):

********************-

Table Five ,
********************

Not unexpectedly, feature films tend to have more comMon attributes

. -

than teleplays or 4ramatic serials. With 110 half hours of feature films,

we are able to explain some 55 percent of the variance in audience shares
1

(Table Five. It is within the feature Illm'group that the number of major

characters killed is a signifcant negative factor,. while the number.of all

characters killed is a significant positive influence on productivity.

Examining only crime dramas shown in non-family hours, we find that

mortal violence detracted from audience production, as coelficientv for both

variables are negative. In the crime dramas, as in the Teleplays everiall,

the most important positive contribution to audience shares is the estimate

. of the average number of vicams per minute. This factor is positive In ill

production functions estimated under non-competitive conditions.

In order to examine audience production under competitive conditions,

where the content of competing programs is known and included ih the production

'function, it is necessary to treat each half hour period, as a Unit of analysis

containing three competing network offerings. Thils the sample cannot include

4.4
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1
,

11

thope program segments broadaast.in half hour periods when ohe or more networks

offerea a news, sport's or variety program. The 14imple contained 106 half hour

periods that met the requirement of simultaneously having dramatic programs

on all three networks.

********************

Table Six
********************

.4

Under competitive conditions% we are able to estimate the extent to

which the success of one firm i. dependent upon the simultaneous offirings

of a .competing firm. We see for'example that for ABC-we are able to explain

31 percent of the variance in audience shares with 9 variables, but it is'

the program attributes of its competitors which make the most important

contributions.% That is, the seriousness of the violence in ABC programs is

the only attribute of ABC's offerings which makes a significant contribution

to its audience in this model (BETA.=.258), while the,significance of the
",40.

violence tn CBS programs scheduled at the same time is even more important

(BETA=.483).

Competitive factors appear to be the most important for all the networks,

as there are no signifiCant factors which'make positive contributions to

audience production for CBS or NBC beyond those which describe attributes

of cOmpeting programs.

********************

Table Seven
********************

Differencescoren represent4.alternative formulation of the competitive

production situation. The average amount of violence (the average number of

violent actions per minute of programming) on all three networks was calculated

for each half hour period. Each network:s offering was then described in terms

of its difference from that average. Thus, for any half hour period, each

/
A
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network can be seen to offer more or less than the avevage amount of violer.re.
0

This variable and five others were used to ettimate production functions fdr

the three networks under fully competitive conditions.

Since two diWerence scores contain all the variante in this measure,

only two of three coefficients appear in each ...ovation. For ABC, it was

more important that the NBC offering was more violent than the average,

While IBC apparently prospered when ABC programs exceeded the half hour'
A

average. Though we alfA most successful in explaining the variance in the

CBS audience (r-sctuared=.327), these difference scores were not significant.

Instead, tt was the number of characters who were injured in CBS programs

that made the most impOrtant contribution to CBS's success under competitive

0

conditions (BETA=.472). This injury variable was not significant ior CBS

under less specifically competitive conditions (Table Four), though its sign

.was stills positive.

0
.

For NBC, the most importantqc9ntribution to audience size under these i

$

conditions was the number of ma or characters who committed violence (BETA=.586).

The only variable which was evignIficant for each network as an attribute of its
.

own program offering was the average number of characters killed Per minute.

For ABC this variable was significant'and pesitive, while it was 'significant

and negative for NBC and CBS.

DISCUSSION

This attempt to describe the audience production process has been limited

to a single dimension of program content. We find that by treating the

industry as a whole 6ur violence measures account for little more than 5

percent of the variance in audience shares. This probably is duto the

variety in audience composition throughout the evening. Thus, when we

examine non-family hour programs, presumably a period with fewer children

4
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.in the audience, we explain an additional 4-percent of variance in audience

shares: When we examilie the networks independently, welind a dramatic

increase in the amount of variance expAined by those violence-related

attributes. The greatest Fain in explanatory power, comes when we focus

on a single program format, the feature film. Here we explain 55 percent

of the variance in audience shares.

It is clear that thRre is more to the success or failure of a feature

film than the amount of violence, its seriousness, and the distribution of

violents and victims, However, the fact that more than half .of the variance

in the audience si7/is associated with differences.in these attributes

suggests that viotence is an unquestionably important productive input.

The diffefences in the signs of the coefficients for violence involving

major characters, as compared with all characters who*par&ipate in'violent

actions wapip against overly simplistic formulations of the importance of.

program violence.

Our analysis of individual liotwork production functions, while more

successful than formulations for the entire industry, doei; not lead to easy

generalizations. Again, as between program types, we find differeces in the

c, magnitude and sign of the coefficients for these attributes, in prograuls

offeyed by.each network. Thus, it may be that audience production takes place

within an industry composed of three monopolists that differ in their selection

and presentation of a limited number of program types, which are further

differentiated by their efficient combinations of program attributes.

Our attempt to estimate the production function for networks undel- fully

competitive conditions (those which most accurately.represent the conditions
siv

under which audiences are produced for sale to advertisers) are hXi1Tred

the relatively small sample (N=106). More importantly perhaps, our analysis



is limited by the nature of the aggregated audience estimates. It is not the

case that broadcasters are interested in producing numbers without regard to

their characteristics. Advertisers are interested in more detailed dethographic

information about the age and sex of the audience.

Differences in the coeffi,,c/Ints of violence attributes for the networks

suggest that either by agreement, or by indepeffUent design, networks may

prefer to produce more.homogeneous audiences than they did in the'past. ErIc

Barnouw argues that "sponsorship became a matching game" when advertisers

were abif to match the demographic information provided by the A.C. Nielsen

Company with demographic information about their retail cUstomers. CBS was

reported to have sent prospective sponsors a publication called Where the

Girls Are hich aided the matching pf products with programs with female

viewers45f varying ages (1, p.71). In order to test the proposition that.

.w°

networks are specializing in the,kinds of audiences they are producing at

any one time, we would need to disaggregate theaverage audience estimates,

into the s4me age/sex cohorts currently purcgasee by television advertiseve.

We have little doubt that estimations of production,functiions, where the"'

output is Trieasured in a particular age/sex cohort, rather than the heterogeneous

average audience, would find our program attributes explaining Su6stankial1y

more of the variance. Indeed,'it is expected that we will find a-high

degree of speciaiization and'someybat more "friendly competition" between,

the netWorks for the attention of one target group or anothef.

Regulatory Considerations

Efforts by.governmwt agencies and citizen groups to increase.public

, welfare through the imposition 5T"VDNtrictione'o*i the content of the mass
1

media can be seen to be analogous to similar efforts to reduce industriai A

air pollution thrbugh.the imposition of restrictions on the use of particular

,t)

S.
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In'each case, thi comiunity hal; identified an externalfty, or harmtul
.

output, OhiCh is the u ntendip joLnt pioduct4oir soma premiuction procese,

otherwise valued4by some members otPthat community (22).

e,
We may see, for example; that a community may plaee some value on being

abla to purdhase,and sqrve fresh bread each mornin,because it is produced
.

'by their local bakery. Ho4ever, the bakery may use coal or wood to heat its.
a 0

4 1

ovens, nd in the pvocess spew great cloilds ofsmoke into, the air each*
., i ,

.

morning. The smoke is an externality, and local ordinances may restrict .t.

4.
.. . .

,.
. .

the"bburs of operatimoto a pre-dawn pOYUd, or may reouire,the burning .

.

.

. .

.

. ,

of low s'ulphur fuels. Or,. we may consider'that although a cOmmuter ttain

0 : :
P

.
is highly valued by its customers, its noise and smoke also,disturb the .

,

residents of houses ahd.4artments along the way. Again,
0

local orditbinces
ft0 .

may restrict the hours and the speed" with which the traiwmappass through

thetommunity. In_aach cape, community action him been directed toward

modifying the-process.through which the valued goods'or strvices:are

produced' (7).

In.ttie same way, we suggest that while television programs may be
/-

ligh7.y valued by the audience,'and that audience in turu, is highly valued

bY the advertisar,. there-are several identifiable externalities which
0

\ accompany or flow from television viewing (1, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15,°17, 23.) and

require some form of regulation in the interest oBI-the community. That

regulation will ultimately involve the modification of the process through
of-

)

which value is p roduced for audience and advertiser. .

The FCC has taken economic injury into consideration in a variety of

broadast/tommon carrier cases since the Carroll Decision in 958.* Economic

t

tot

* Carroll Broadcasting Company
v..Fe'deral Communications Cmnission. 258 F.2d

440 (D.C. Cir.) July 10; 1958.* The Carroll case is seen as rejecting the

;previously applied narrow standards,with regard to econoMfic injury, and was

*fasefully applied as protection for broadcasters from non-broadcast competitors.

Cited in Documents bf American Broadcasting edited by Frank Kahn,.Englewood

Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1978.
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injury has bebn linked, at least theffiretically, to the public interest in
.

. . 41r , .
. . .

I.

I.

those cases-wherkincreased'competitien woUld have resulted in a 'lesseninli of

.4 .

a licenseelrability to uovidc serylce in the ford orunsponsore'd public'

affairs programs. CATVpblidy, beginninp with the restrative Southwestern
,

. .

'Decision*,had been
,

based on purely specUlative claims of substantial injury.

More recently, the FCChas solicited comments ott,its
. .

more substantiak empir*al base fpr such decisions.
%.

Office has solicited empiri.cal eiddence which:would be useful in estimating

efforts to provide a

Even the U.S. Copyright

4

,,

the extent of coriomic injury which would accompany.the proVision of performance

.

rights, in ddditionto e4sting mechanical reproduction rights alxeirly enjqed

by copyright holders (24).

It is neither competition or copyright requirements which may be seen to

.

occasiqn economiC injury-to commercial broadcasteTs, but regulatory efforterto-
A

o

protect the public from thei effects Of cultural pollution..

We have'aliea0 made progress towa rd estimating thetechnical fifficlency

of vfolence-related Progrim attributei, wecan estimate their edonomic

4

efficiency only with the addition ef cost andrevenue data. Regression

_a 4.

analysis wifl allow us to estimate
%

the velation'betwien violence and program

cost; and violence anti...advertising rèrie dust as we'have Astimated the

relation beii4e0 Violence add audince si9s. Estimates of marginal cosi'

and marginal revenue would allow both broadcaseer and regulator (public Sr

private)'to assess the iMpabt.bf wiy restrictive policies which wouid mOdify

the audience i)roduceion function.

Attempts to go beyond this effort ShOuld ilclude the specifldation of

* Ibid citing United States et al. v. Southwestern Cable Co. et al. 392 U.S.

157 June 10, 1968 wherein the Supreme'Court supperN4 the FCC in ptoviding

protection to major market broadcasters.from CATV imported sint.als.
.

4

4'

4.

So"

go., .

113
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. . ,

additional Variables, of program attributes which we believe tO be impqrt t

lectors in audience production. Such research might.determine, fo exam le, .

the extent to which humor or sex can b.R substituted.for violence% deed, the.

.production fundtion approach may Be defut in ditetmining the margin lgroduct

ot virtually any program attribui4 capable of being unaMbijuouily ured.
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TABLE ONE

.

GROUP MEANSINR NiTWORKS ;ND PROGRAM TYPES-4on-Pami1y Hour (9 iM and Later)

s

.1 r .
.

Variables ALL ABC CBS. NBC Film Cris', 4 Teleplay Total Sam e

N of Cases 390 116 143 131 110 188 280 586

..
. 'e

Half Hour Bating 19.34 21.14 18.58 18.57 20.04 19.09 19.07 19.79

*pare 31.10 34.40 ) 29.74 29.65' 32.31 . 30.73; 30.62 31.22

. it

(Major Characters)*

5
...

Number .049 .047) .055 .044 )029 646
.

.

Number of i 028Violents .

.

.028 .019 .0,27
.617' .035

.Number of Victims .029 .028 :029. .029 .018 .b35 .033
. . ,,,

.

.

Number Involved .034 .033 .036 .033 .
.021 4 .841

in Violence 1 .

p

Number of Killers ... .004 03 .00, .004 .004 .007

Number Killed 0003 %002 .0 .003 .004 lit..00f
.

Number Involved .006 '. .004. .00 .007 . 4..007 .008

.in Killing
4

Number of Comic Acts .004 .005
..1704

.003 :002 .00.1

Number of Serious Acts .095 '.089 .087 .110 .089
i

.131

(Characters in Violent
Actions)*

, Number of Participants .027. .024 '.023 .034 .030 '.039
r

1

Number Injured .581 .544 .574 .6!1 .311- .632
,

i

Number Dead .022 .4 .030 .015 .022 .039 .020

.057 .052

1

,.032 126

.028

'.040 .034

.00 .003,

.002 .002

.

.006 .005

.005

.098

,.02C

.687

.015 .018-

.009

.082

.024

.596

l

) 4e

..'.. 14 * Per minute measure
.

r IN. ,Il 10.1111 .11



TABLE WO INDUSTRY PRODUCTION-FUNCTIONS (All Programs, W586 half hours)

Standardized Half.Hour Share

Variables Audience (BETA) of Audience (BETA)

(MAjOr Characters)..

Number

Number of Violent*
.

Number of Victims

,'

,035

-.016.

.208** ..1

....,

....

.047

:
k .4%. .239**

41.

Number Involved
in Violence

.-.200**

4

Nuziber of Killers -.103 -.138

Number Killed -.111* -.126

Number Involved
in Killing

.044 .089

Nuldber of Ccimic Acts -.016 -.030

Number of SerioUs Acts -.049.

(Characters In Violent

Actions) f
4.

Number of Participants .008 .030

Number Injured .067* .050

Nutber Dead .146**.

RT-Squar9d I. .043 .052

1

2.18* 2.85**

*=.05
**=.01



\ ./A mm

TABLE THREE. INDUSTRY PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS (Non-Family Hours, No8390),

Input* hectors

(Hajor characters)

Number

Number of Violents

NuMber of Victims
4

Share of Audience

F

1.024

3.825**

8.982**

Half Hour Audience

Beta

.065

.244

.339.

Beta

.078

.104 .

.264

Number Involved.
in .Violence

-.460 7.446** -.341

Number of Killers
4

-.323 3.417** -.171

Number Killed -.186 2.740** -.150

.

Number Involved
in Killing

.297 1.528 .133

0
,1"11

Number of Comic Acts -.038 .447 -.007 - c

Number of Serhus. Acta -.075 .822 .023

(Characters in Violent

Actions)

Number of Participants -.037 .220 -.090

A

Number Injured .021 .139 .035

Number Dead .154 5.248** .195

R-Squared .090 .076

3.138** 2.600**

Jr

1.440

.680

5.373**

4.022**

.946

1.751

.301

.017

.083

1:269

.377

8.234**



. TABLE FM NETWORK PRODUCT/ON FUNCTIONS (Noti-FsmUy Hours)

HalfsHour Audience

*ut Factors (N=116) (N=143). (N=131)

(Standardized Variables) ABC(Beta) CBS(Beta) NBC(Beta).

(Major Characters)
...._ ___

Number
..

-.057 .396**

Number of Violents -.030 -.024
,

..Nrumber of Victims .188 .127

Number Involved
in Violence

,

Number of Killers
-

f

-.175

.199

-.287

.133

Number Killed .621** -.493**

'Number Involved
in Killing

-.691** .288

Number of Comic Acts -.046 .230**

Number of Serious Acts .171 .181

(Characters in Violent
Actions)

Number of Part cipants .090 -.A05

Number Injure .047 .115

Number Dead .239' -.188**

R-Squared .266 .307

3.117** 4.816**

4 *=.05

....

-.154
.

, .221

.428** ..

-.600**

-.972**

-.414*

1.002**

-.077

.242

3.144**



TABLE FIVE

C'
.

FORM/GENRE PRODUCTiON FUNCTIONS (Non Family Hours)

Audience'Share (Betas)

a

, N=110 Na280 N188

(MWor Characters) Feature Film Teleplay Crime

-Number
,

.386*. * .163** 4°6%4 -.277**

Number of4iolents 1.010** .311**

Number of Victims .461 .360** .350**

Number Involved -1.594** -.460** -.356 -

in Violence

Number of Killers

Number Killed

Number Involved
in Killing

.074

-1.396**

.079

Number of Comic Acts -.324**

Number of Serious Acts -.654**

(Characters in Violent
Actions)

Number of Participants .1.658g*

Number Injured .078

Number Dead 1.192**

R-Squared .551

9.923**

-.090 Z' .302

-.016, -.102

-.356

.043

-.230**

.105

3.157**

-.067

.082

.185

3 . 31.1***



TABLE SIX SIMPLIFIEp NETtfORK MODELS UNDER FULLY COMPETITIVE cONDItIONS (Nag106 half hoUr periods) .

Variables

4pc Seriousness

Audienct Shares (Betai

CBS

182

e

NBC.

**

ABC

.238**

CBS Seriousness .127
t.

-.188

NBC Seriousness -.044 a
A 0

ABC Significance -.080 .370** -

10

CBS Significance
k

-.451** -.026

NBC Significance .098 -:114 -.026

ABC Rate
+

-
.111 .057

CBg Rate+ -.263** .132 .111

NBC Rate+ .273** .053 -.149

R-Squared .316 .164 .127

A

4.947** 2.093* 1.557(ns)

00.

*=.05'

**=.01

+ Acts of violence per minute

10

-



TABLE SEVEN

,
..

4
.

,

STANDARDIZED VARIABLESMODELS UNDER FULLY COMFETITIVE.ONDITIONS"(N=106 Hatif'Hour Pitriods)

4.

Variables

Audience Shares (Betas)
. .

ABC CBS

ABC DifferenCe .086 :

CBS Difference .030

NBC Difference .250**' 11110061111

Victims .062 -.241

CBS Victims. -.28§** .219

NBC Victims -.065. 111

ABC Dead
. CBS Dead
-NBC Dead

. 6
ABC Injured
'CBS Injured
NBC Injtired

ABC Violents
. CBS Vi4ents
NBC Violents

ABC
CBS
NBC

Involved
Involved
Involved

R7Squared

9
:; 1

*=.(:1-1"14\\

.187**

.251**

.117.

*

NBC

.170*

7.042

.391**

-.067
-.156** .015

.273** -.233**
s.

-.178

.190**

.078 .107

.472**

-.016 -.186**

IM11.111111/ -.091

.256* -.191

.456**

-.215 .367
401 ONO =6 WI. -.199

- 490"*.

4'4)5

1.941*

393**

4 .327

-.062
.145

.586**

.147

2.703** 4 .894(ns)

32

4.


